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Style not content key to matching patients to therapeutic approaches
A painstaking series of analyses has demonstrated that matching (or at least, not
mismatching) therapeutic styles to patients' predispositions substantially improves
outcomes. Based on data from one of the Project MATCH clinics, the research is all the
more significant since the parent study generally failed to find such effects from matching
patients to therapies. In this major US study, how the therapist related to the patient
mattered more than which therapy they practised.
FINDINGS Project MATCH tested whether different types of alcohol-dependent patients

would respond better to 12-step based counselling, cognitive-behavioural therapy, or to
an approach based on motivational interviewing. Providence was one of the study's
clinics. Unlike the parent study, here videos of counselling sessions directly revealed how
patients and therapists related to each other.
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The latest analysis of the Providence data first divided patients in to high, medium and
low on each of three dimensions: their tendency to react angrily, how depressed they
felt, and the degree to which in their first therapy session they seemed reluctant to
relinquish control and reacted against direction ('reactance').
Based on up to four videoed sessions, next step was to rate their therapists' approaches
as high, medium or low on three dimensions expected to suit different patients. Highly
depressed patients were expected to do best when therapists avoided focusing on painful
emotional material. Angry patients would it was thought do best when therapists avoided
confronting them (for example, by interpreting resistance rather than 'rolling with it')
while calmer patients would benefit from a degree of confrontation. Highly reactive
patients were expected to do best in non-confrontational therapy and when therapists
avoided taking the lead in structuring the session.
These favoured combinations of patients and therapeutic styles were considered
'matched', contradictory combinations, 'mismatched', and the remaining neutral
combinations, 'unmatched'. The expectation was that therapists whose approach
matched their patients would avoid counterproductive provocation of the emotionally
vulnerable or volatile, while productively provoking those who needed it.
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Compared to neutral combinations, some
matched combinations (avoiding emotional
material with depressed patients; not taking the lead with reactive patients) did indeed
lead to significantly less drinking in the following year, reflected in average days
abstinent and the proportion of patients substantially improved to the point where they
were drinking no more than one day in 20. Rather than dramatic gains, matching
optimised already good outcomes.
The effects of being mismatched were more substantial and apparent across all the
combinations expected to be detrimental. For example, while around half the unmatched
patients substantially improved, for mismatched patients proportions ranged from about
1 in 10 to about a third. Though (perhaps due to small numbers) not always statistically
significant, multiple matches were cumulatively beneficial, multiple mismatches
cumulatively detrimental. At its peak, when patients were matched on two of the patienttype/therapeutic style combinations, all (but there were just four) substantially
improved; mismatched on two, just 1 in 5 did so.
IN CONTEXT The tested combinations were derived from earlier analyses of the same

patients. These found motivational interviewing worked relatively well with angry patients
because therapists were less directive than when they were training patients in cognitive2

behavioural techniques. In this US context (where the approach is second nature to
many patients), 12-step therapists too had been relatively non-directive and also did well
with angry patients. Despite their tendency to obstruct, given a non-directive therapeutic
3

style, 'reactive' patients did as well as the more cooperative. But when therapists
attempted to be directive either in the structure of the sessions or their content, these
4

patients went on to drink more. Patients prone to anger (not the same as the autonomystriving of reactive patients) reacted badly only to the more overtly confrontational styles
of therapists who imposed content in the form, for example, of un-asked for
interpretations and challenges. But without this provocation, less highly strung patients
actually ended up drinking more than their angry peers. Patients with clinically elevated
depressive symptoms later drank less when the therapist avoided focusing on painful
5

emotional material, more when the therapist did the reverse. Similar findings have
emerged from studies of different therapies and different kinds of patients.

6789

PRACTICE IMPLICATIONS Cumulatively this evidence is strong enough to support a non-

directive therapeutic style with clients whose anger or defensiveness would otherwise
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lead to a counter-productive reaction, but to be more structured and directive with clients
who welcome being given a lead. The Providence studies also suggest that depressed
mood is an indication to avoid emotionally painful material. Ability to sense these signals
and adjust accordingly could be one way empathic and socially skilled therapists improve
outcomes. Some of these adjustments could be formalised on the basis of an initial
assessment of the patient or their behaviour in early counselling sessions. Clinical
supervision could then be used to encourage a more suitable therapeutic style or to
revise client allocation. However, the complexity of multiple and potentially contradictory
patient-style matches may defeat attempts to codify the practice of skilled therapists. For
example, in one study, the biggest influence on drinking outcomes was not directiveness,
6

but whether therapists addressed the emotional states of highly distressed patients. Had
they failed to do so for fear of being too directive, they might have done more harm than
good.
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